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WHO ARE WE?

Sergate Fleet Hire services the mining, trade, agricultural, and 
civil sectors with long-term 4WD options and offers small vehicles 
to individuals with short-term requirements. 

Elliot is a qualified high-voltage electrician and has a wealth 
of mining and trade knowledge. He has worked in some 
of the biggest pits in Australia, and some of the smallest, 
and understands the diversity of worksites and their 
specific requirements.

Shannon’s background is in banking and financial planning. Her 
passion is helping individuals and local businesses succeed. She 
prides herself on exceptional customer service. 

Shannon and Elliot’s children remain a driving force for Sergate 
Fleet Hire. The chance to provide opportunities for them while 
giving back to the community is a huge motivating factor.  
It’s why Sergate Fleet Hire sponsors local sporting teams and 
donates to various causes. 

Sergate Fleet Hire believes leading by example is always the best 
policy. “Supporting local” where possible is a way of ensuring the 
area’s economy prospers. 

We created Sergate Fleet Hire to offer Hunter Valley 
locals the level of service they deserve. We are proudly 
a family-owned-and-operated business, and we are 

passionate about maintaining our reputation  
as trusted and reliable people to deal with.

– Elliot and Shannon 
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What do we do?

Sergate Fleet Hire is the light vehicle hire 
specialist. We supply modern, comfortable 
vehicles road-tested for safety and reliability. 
Our mine-specification standard vehicles 
ensure worksite compliance and are also 
suitable for use in the trade, civil, and 
agricultural industries.

Following is the list and specs for vehicles 
currently in stock. But we can source a range 
of other light vehicles to suit your needs. Just 
ask, and we’ll find it for you.  

TOYOTA COROLLA 
CROSS GX PETROL
ä 2.0 litre petrol engine
ä 4 door
ä 5 seats
ä air conditioning
ä Toyota Safety Sense
ä hill start assist control
ä vehicle stability and traction control
ä continuously variable transmission 

TOYOTA 2WD RAV4 
PETROL
ä 2.0 litre dynamic force direct 

injection petrol engine
ä 17 inch wheels
ä 4.7 litre/100km fuel economy
ä full size spare wheel
ä 7 SRS airbags
ä fabric seats
ä 4 door
ä 5 seats
ä blind spot monitor 
ä rear cross traffic alert
ä Toyota Safety Sense 

TOYOTA PRADO GX 
TURBO DIESEL

ä 2.8 litre turbo diesel engine
ä 6 speed automatic transmission
ä 17 inch alloy wheels
ä 7.9 litre/100km fuel economy
ä 3 tonne braked towing capacity
ä 4 doors
ä 5 seats
ä rain sensing wipers
ä LED daytime running lamps
ä 150 litre fuel tank (87 litre main &  

63 litre sub tank)
ä rear cross traffic alert
ä Toyota Safety Sense
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What do we do?

TOYOTA HILUX SINGLE 
CAB 4X4 TURBO 

DIESEL

ä 2.8 litre diesel engine

ä 6 speed automatic transmission

ä rear differential lock

ä durable vinyl floor covering

ä downhill assist control

ä steel bull bar

ä towbar

ä air conditioning

ä heavy duty steel tray

ä 5 seats

ä Toyota Safety Sense

TOYOTA HILUX  
SINGLE CAB 4X2 
PETROL

ä 2.7 litre  petrol engine

ä 6 speed automatic transmission

ä 7.4–11.1 litre/100km fuel economy

ä 16 inch wheels

ä 2 seats

ä 7 SRS airbags

ä reverse camera

ä automatic collision notification

ä lane departure alert 

ä speed sign assist

ä Toyota Safety Sense

TOYOTA HILUX SINGLE 
CAB 4X4 TURBO 
DIESEL

ä 2.8 litre diesel engine

ä 6 speed automatic transmission

ä rear differential lock

ä durable vinyl floor covering

ä downhill assist control

ä steel bull bar

ä towbar

ä air conditioning

ä heavy duty steel tray

ä 2 seats

ä Toyota Safety Sense
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What do we do?

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
DUAL CAB 4X4 V8 
TURBO DIESEL
ä 4.5 litre V8 turbo diesel engine
ä 130 litre fuel tank
ä 5 speed manual transmission
ä steel side steps
ä engine immobiliser
ä cruise control
ä ABS (antilock brakes) 
ä durable vinyl floor coverings
ä active traction control
ä steel bull bar
ä towbar
ä air conditioning
ä heavy duty steel tray
ä 5 seats – 2 bucket seats & rear bench

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
SINGLE CAB 4X4 V8 
TURBO DIESEL 
ä 4.5 litre V8 turbo diesel engine
ä 130 litre fuel tank
ä 5 speed manual transmission
ä steel side steps
ä engine immobiliser
ä cruise control
ä ABS (antilock brakes) 
ä durable vinyl floor coverings
ä active traction control
ä steel bull bar
ä towbar
ä air conditioning
ä heavy duty steel tray
ä 2 seats

Canberra

Sydney

Lismore

Armidale

Tamworth

Dubbo

Lightning 
Ridge

Broken Hill

Newcastle

Bathurst

SCONE

SERVICING ALL OF NSW 
Sergate Fleet Hire is a Hunter  
Valley-based operation with a fleet 
expanding throughout NSW.

Choose from a range of vehicles to suit 
your needs or have us tailor a package 
that meets specific requirements.

Offering long and short-term hire, rest 
assured Sergate Fleet Hire will have you 
in a safe and comfortable vehicle to get 
you to your destination.



Why work with us?

Sergate Fleet Hire has an enviable reputation 
for friendly customer service, and we want to 
be the first choice for fleet hire. We know the 
need for fleet vehicles in the Hunter is at an 
all-time high. Reliable and safe vehicles are 
difficult to obtain.

We combine quality service with a flexible  
and competitive outlook. Booking is easy and 
we can customise to suit individual needs.  
Our fully maintained and reliable trade and  
mine-specification vehicles are ready to get 
your business moving in the right direction. 

Hiring a vehicle rather than buying can be a 
tax-advantageous business strategy. Shannon 
recommends speaking to your accountant 
or tax agent. Customers can take advantage 
of long or short-term hire options and a fleet 
offering economic and efficient choices. 

STANDARD INCLUSIONS FOR 

OUR MINE-SPECIFICATION 

VEHICLES INCLUDE:

ä wheel nut indicators
ä mine compliant minebar
ä mine compliant first aid kit
ä canvas seat covers
ä mine flag
ä light vehicle pre-start 

inspection book
ä hi-vis reflective decal on all panels
ä driving lights/light bar
ä steel bull bar
ä rubber floor mats
ä battery isolator
ä 3 x safety triangles
ä analogue UHF
ä hi-vis mine ID numbers
ä wheel chocks & holders
ä towbar
ä reverse camera
ä first aid kit 
ä 9kg fire extinguisher & mount
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testimonials

Sergate Fleet Hire provides the same level 
of service and response to the needs of any 
individual or business hiring a vehicle as any 
large-scale competitor in suburban areas.
Here is what some of our clients have to say…

My husband and I were involved in a  
car accident on our way out to Orange.  

Our car sustained some serious damage  
and we needed a car ASAP. I rang Shannon 

from Sergate Fleet Hire and left a message and I 
received a return call within 30 minutes. By lunch 

time, Shannon and Elliot had our hire car, a 
Corolla Cross, out to us so we could continue on 

with our day. Nothing was a problem and  
their service was impeccable. 

We’re so lucky to have this  
wonderful business in our Upper Hunter 

community. 10/10 for everything.

– Selena P. 
Gunnedah, NSW

As a new small business we approached  
Sergate in the need for a mine-spec  

vehicle to get onto a local mine site. The  
Sergate Fleet Hire team are very professional  

and easy to deal with and made sure that 
 the vehicle met the site criteria. 

They provided our business with a very reliable 
mine-spec Toyota Hilux that was in immaculate 

condition. They did a condition report with us 
before we took the vehicle, it was a very easy 

process. I would highly recommend this  
company. They are very professional  

and reliable. 
– Shawn Kidd 

Director, MIH Services And Labour Hire 
Denman, NSW

Sergate Fleet Hire went above and  
beyond to meet our vehicle requirements. 

Shannon had no problem fitting the  
vehicles out to our needs.

Very easy to deal with, very friendly and  
a down to earth demeanour. Would 

 definitely recommend Sergate for  
your fleet hire requirements.

– Many Fabrication & Engineering  
Gunnedah NSW

From the moment we first spoke with  
Shannon regarding her fleet hire business, 
we have been consistently impressed and 

satisfied with her exceptional fleet management 
solutions. Her commitment to customer 

satisfaction has been unparalleled, and it’s 
evident in every interaction we’ve had with her 
team. Sergate’s fleet is impeccably maintained, 
modern, and diverse, and their vehicles offer a 

wide range of options to suit any need. 
Especially at BRIKEN, we required mine 

compliant vehicles ready to drive onto the local 
mine sites and they have always had one ready 
to go when we needed it, even at short notice. 

What sets Sergate Fleet Hire apart is it go above 
and beyond to ensure that every aspect  

of your fleet hire experience is seamless and  
stress-free. If they don’t have what you  

need, they will get it for you. 
We highly recommend Sergate to anyone  

in need of reliable, professional, and top-tier 
 fleet services. Ittruly are the gold standard  
in the local industry and proudly support  

other local business!

– Shannon & Elyse Foster 
BRIKEN Group Services Pty Ltd 

Muswellbrook NSW



IF YOU NEED TO A HIRE VEHICLE, THINK LOCAL, AND GIVE US A CALL. 

SHANNON SERHAN
Business Manager

  (02) 6545 9229
  admin@sergatefleethire.com.au

  www.sergatefleethire.com.au

Find us on  

Flexible, affordable and safe. Accelerate with Sergate.


